**NISTAC and/or MTM MEMBERSHIPS**

Sunflower Integrated Bioenergy Center, LLC (SIBC)
12 Corporate Woods, 1097 Benson, Suite 550
Overland Park, Kansas 66210
**Members**: NISTAC, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation

Knowledge Based Economic Development, LLC (KBED)
2005 Research Park Circle
Manhattan, KS 66502
**Members**: NISTAC, KSURF, Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce

Motiv Engines, LLC
3365 Joy Lake Road
Reno, Nevada 89511
**Members**: NISTAC, Ed O’Malley, 5th Dimension Strategies, LLC, Kenton L. Glasscock Trust

GTLpetrol, LLC
230 Park Avenue, Suite 2440
New York, New York, 10169
**Members**: NISTAC, John Kikoski, Henry Chen

ScavengeTech, LLC
240 Levee Drive, Suite 2
Manhattan, KS 66502
**Members**: MTM, Sandy and Kirby Chapman, Eric Figge, Eric Dufur